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MAEIL Information Systems Engineering, INTTRA’s most recent
alliance partner, is a Portugal-based systems and software
development company established in 1999. MAEIL delivers a
technology suite named Transporter that enables the management of
end-to-end shipment business processes to help shipping industry
businesses increase efficiencies, grow revenue and reduce costs.
Freight forwarder clients effectively manage sales, import and export
documentation, container control, financial processes, statistics, and
EDI connections with customs and port authorities with MAEIL
technology. Transporter has been adopted by a broad range of users
including ocean carriers and agents, freight forwarders, and haulers.
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As an INTTRA alliance partner, MAEIL’s customers can now seamlessly connect to INTTRA’s multicarrier platform to streamline the processing of bookings and shipping instructions, and access global
sailing schedules and track and trace visibility data. MAEIL customers are realizing the benefits of time
and cost savings, as well as enhanced service capabilities. INTTRA’s global standards for container
shipment documentation simplify processing and enable logistics service providers to rapidly and
accurately service customers with timely shipment information.
“We are pleased to be partnering with INTTRA to expand our penetration of global markets and
advance the opportunities offered from aligning with an e-commerce platform with the depth and
breadth of INTTRA,” said Hugo Duarte da Fonseca, MAEIL, Managing Partner.
Duarte da Fonseca continued, “By automating and increasing the flow of information between global
shipping partners we create a collaborative network that enhances global supply chain operations and
boosts time and cost savings. Our next innovation is a specific solution for shippers, named Shipperline
(www.shipperform.com) that manages shipments from bidding to invoicing. Users access Shipperline
via the Web, mobile, or in the cloud, with a software as a service model (SaaS).”

